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ABSTRACT,~

Road pricing can be

d

method to ration the use of what

is a veX'l] expensive asset;
it can al.so be used to
generate funds which can be used for road wor'ks"
This
paper applies pz'inciples of economic theoIy to examine
the impact of a Load pr.-icing system based on economic
efficiency"
An application of these principles
indicates that both the form and level of charge dre
important in rationalising zoad use and optimising the
zole of road tzanspoz't in OUI modern economy"
Estimates aI'e made of the costs of road use, effective

road prices and level of cost recovery by class of
road user"
The calculations focus on avoidable I'Oad
costs, largely the damage caused to road pavements by
heavy
vehicles"
"Alternative
approaches
to
the
allocation of cost.s in exces.s of avoidable costs aI'e
discus.sed.
The r'esult,s show that while thex'e is
con,siderable oveI
recovery of costs from private
motoI'ists, operators of heavy vehicles pay only a
small propoI,tion (34 percent in the case of six axle
ax,ticulated vehicles], in teIms of effective I'oad user
charges, of the costs inCUI'I'ed by their use of roads"
The eurr'ent imbalance in road cost I'ecoveI'Y between
motorists and opeIatOI's of heavy vehiclef!1 is shown to
be laI'gely the resul t of the incI'ea,sing I'eliance on
fuel taxe,s as a SOUI'ce of I'evenue for I'oadwor'ks.
This
i,s because the I'ate of vehicle fuel consumption is not
closely related to the damage caused to roads for the
wide Iange of vehicle types"
The paper concludes with
a discussion of the effects on both road investment
and the economy in geneIal, of moving away from fuel
taxes
towards
a road
orieing
system
based
on
principles of economic eff£eiency
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ROAD PRICING AND COST RECOVERY
INTRODUCTION
Road damage has been a problem in Australia since the time of the
fir'st roads.
At various times throughout this century and the
previous one, attempts have been made to r'estrict road damage both by
restr'icting weights of vehicles, axles and tyres and by charging for'
road damage, usually on the basis of the load carried or some other
indicator of the potential for damage (DMR 1976). These approaches
have met with mixed success.
Currently the Australian road asset is worth over $40 billion. In use
it depreci ates by more than $2 bi 11 i on per annum wh i ch is rough Iy
equal to the cost of the maintenance effort ,equi red each year to
maintain the value of the asset. Maintenance work is due in lar'ge
measure to the damage in use caused by vehicle loads, especially heavy
vehicles.
With such an expensive asset and one which is so costly to maintain,
there is a need for a mechanism to ensure that any decline in value
caused by road use is at Ieast matched by the benefi ts to road users
(and society in general) from that road use.
This paper applies the principles of economic theory to examine the
implications of adopting a road pricing system based on principles of
economi c effi ci ency.
The paper a Iso exami nes the consequentia I
imp I i cat ions for generat i on of funds for both ma i ntenance and new
works to upgrade the asset and increase its value.
ROAD PRICING
Road pricing is the mechanism for charging road user's for thei r use of
roads and for recovering the costs of providing roads. There are
various road pricing arrangements which may be appl ied, based on
either, or' a combination of, economic efficiency or equity cr'iteria.
The efficiency criterion is based on two principal r'equirements, that
the most appropr'iate road network be provided and that the existing
road network be used to its best advantage. An integral part of both
of these principles is a concern that, where ther'e is a SUbstitute for
roadS, the most appropriate mode be chosen. Equity based pr'icing
mechanisms on the other hand, attempt to charge r'oad users on some
measure of equity, such as road use, the value of the vehicle or road
space taken.
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Efficiency Approach
There are two levels at which road pflc1ng has an impact on road
funding and financing; by rationing road use and road provision and by
raising funds. The first consideration is that by char'ging r'oad users
for' their' use of toads, prices act as a mechanism for rationing road
use as well as encouraging appropriate investment decisions based on
correctly established demand patterns for road use.
These
r'ationalising aspects control the total annual cost of providing and
maintaining roads.
For this to occur' properly. prices must be set
equal to short run marginal cost (SRMC) which is, practically
speaKing, the cost which occurs directly as a result of a (mar'ginal)
decision to use the road. In addition, to ensur'e that appropriate
demand signals are obtained, the char'ge for road use should be cle.,.ly
identified as such and should vary as closely as possible with the
costs of road use.

The main road cost to vary with road use is pavement damage cost.. For
a given road, damage increases lar'gely with vehicle mass and distance
travel 1ed, but decreases as the mass ; 5 spr'aad over mote axl es ..
(Engi neeri ng studi es have shown that damage increases, on average,
with the fourth power of the axle loads of a vehicle.) An efficient
charge should vary with these thr'ee factors in 1ine with the fourth
power f'ul e.
Of the currently available road pricing mechanisms the most efficient
one for r'ecave,.; n9 road damage costs is a mass-di stance charge
appropriately structured for vehicles with different numbers of axles.
Fue 1 exc i se is an i neffi ci ent mechan i srn since fue 1 consumpt i on does
not vary with road damage. "A fully laden articulated truck may
consume around four times as much fuel as a motor car for a given
distance travelled but may cause 10 000 times more damage. Replacing
fuel excise by a correctly structured mass-distance charge would not
only encourage better decisions concer'ning the overall use of road
transport, but also concerning the type of vehicles used for various
tasks (for example, the use of vehicles with more aXles).
It is also important that, in order for' prices to appropriately
influence the level and form of r'oad use, that they reflect short run
marginal cost (SRMCj and not long r'un marginal cost (LRMC). Variation
in infrastructure costs due to a decision to use the road ar'e entirely
captured by SRMC.
The LRMC indicates the cost of providing an
additional unit of output when capacity can be varied continously. As
such it has no bearing on the day-ta-day decisions to use (or overuse)
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a road.

Setting pr'ice equal to LRMC will cause overuse

Of'

under use

of the asset because only by coincidence would the LRMC be optimal for
the current level of demand ..

marginal

The 'fallacy' of using long run cost for

cost based pricing is discussed in a recent article on

airport pricing by William Vickrey (1985).
Apart from its use in efficiently rationing r'esources, the second
impact of road pricing is that charging road users for road use raises
funds for' ongoing investment or for general r'evenue.

Generally, the

pur'pose to which the funds are applied is a policy decision, although
idea 11 y they shou 1d be app 1i ed to the ar'eas wh i ch gene r'a te the
gr'eatest net returns (which mayor may not be roads)"
The two considerations may confl ict" Setting prices equal to SRMC may
not raise sufficient revenue to meet the policy designs of government.
For Instance, pricing at SRMC will generally not raise sufficient
r'evenue to cover the total annual level of road expenditure.
If full road cost r'ecovery is a requirement, and it frequently is,
additional revenue can be r'alsed most efficiently by setting pr'ices in
excess of SRMC according to the demand for road use, particularly by
setting prices in inverse proportion to the price elasticities of
demand for road use"
rh; 5 simply ensures that those users wi th the
most elastic demand, that is those users whose use would decrease most
with a given increase in r'oad pr'ice, are char'ged proportionally less ..
Those userS With the most inelastic demand would be char'ged

pr'opor'tionally more. In this way, for a given level of revenue, there
wi 11 be a minimum reduction in demand.
Pricing on the basis of demand elasticities, or Ramsey pnclng (after
Ramsey, 1927) , minimises the loss in net benefits to the community
from not charging a price equal to SRMC.
Pricing in excess of SRMC has significant equity and administrative
implications, especially as different users are charged different
increments. In some areas these considerations may be so substantial
that some trade-off 15 required between equIty and administration on
the one hand and efficiency on the other' hand.

EquIty Approaches
Whi 1e the economi c effi ci ency appr'oach attempts to maXlml se the net
welfare of society, it nevertheless ignores income distribution
effects. Governments may be concerned to account for these through
some notion of equity"
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Ther'e are a number of alternative equity methods for' allocating costs.
In the United States of America, Federal road expenditure is funded
Also called the
through a 'cost occasioned' pricing system.
incr'ementa1 method, this approach seeks to attribute as much r'oad
expenditure, i ncl udi og fixed costs such as toad construct; on, to
particular vehicle types. For example, heavy trucks r'equire stronger
pavements than do cars and so ar'e allocated a greater share of road

pavement construct; on costs.

Under the eff; c; ency approach, these

costs are allocated on a demand basis, whereas in the United States
they are allocated on a cost basis.
Other methods adopted in some Austral ian stUdies have used ar'bitrary

allocation

rules such as allocation

based

on

vehicle kilometres

travelled. While the United States methodology has a rationale (USA
DoT 1981 and 1984), these arbitrar'y rules do not.

Modal Competltlon
As part of an integral land transport pricing scheme, road pricing has
an impact on the choice of mode of transport and the allocation of the
transport task between, modes.
Ramsey pri ci ng r'ul es outl i ned above a Iso assume that there are no
for the good or service being priced (ot' taxed)" Wher'e
is an alternative in competition with road transport, such as
transport, allowance must be made in the pricing r'ule.
If an
ncrease in the price of road freight above SRMC causes a shift of
customers to rail, there may be a distor'tion in modal demand patterns
with, a consequent lOSS in net, welfare.
This situation can be

where the competitive rai 1 service does not follow a
pr'icing r'ule.
n (1980) has shown that the extent of adjustment required to the
pricing r'ule depends on how much traffic is competitive, the
of competition and the deViation of price from marginal cost

noted above, it is short run marginal cost that ;s important for
and rail.
From an examination of the results of the recent
Conmissionls study of interstate road cost recovery. which
on the whole, 1nter'state ra11 freight fully covered its
av01dable cost') (ISe 1986, p. 356), it is 11kely that rail
short run marginal cost for most fr'eight traffics that
cOlno"tit i ve with road.
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Rather than

concentrating

competition~

it may be more appropriate to ensure an efficient road

initially on

the problem of

intermodal

pricing system is introduced.
Rail authorities may then increase
their'rates. In this situation, the argument for continued subsidies
of rail freight operations wi 11 be considerably reduced.
In sUlllllar'y, each of the rationing and funding consider'ations has
important equity and efficiency implications.
Road pr'icing is
therefor e an important instrument of governments in prov; di ng the
required level of roads and r'oad funds.
It is also potentially an
important device to encourage efficient use of expensive assets and to
r'ati ana 1i se the choi ce between vehi cl es and transport modes.

ROAD COSTS
An economic measure of costs would take into account all resources
tied up in the r'oad system plus a change in the value of the system
This would inclUde the opportunity cost of
(thr'ough depreciaiton).
the road system; the best return that could be obtained from investing
the funds spent on roads elsewhere.
In addition to government expenditure on road infrastructure, ther'e
are other government expenditures and social costs associated with
road use such as traffi c management expenditures, and external it i es
such as accident, pollution and congestion costs.
Addr'essing these
costs may involve some road expenditure.
In addition there are the
costs of vehicles including vehicle operating costs.
The publicly perceived annual cost of prOViding roads is, however,
generally taken to be the annual expenditure on road works which is
es t ima ted to be about $4 200 mill ion in 1986-87.
Thi s is the cost
r,ecovery target consider'ed in this paper. 80th the economic cost and
the total financial cost to the whole community are 1ikely to be
significantly higher than this.

In or-der to develop a pricing/cost recovery system based on economic
effiCiency principles,
identified.

short

run marginal

cost has firstly to be

Marginal cost is the cost of providing an additional unit of output.
In practice this is difficult to identify and measure in the case of
r'oads. It is simpler to measure the costs that can be avoided if a
given unit of output, say a given tonne-k.ilometre. was not produced.
This avoidable cost (short run) is a useful approximation for the
range of output levels close to the capacity of the system.
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Calculation of Total Avoidable Pavement Costs
Ther'e are two broad approaches that could be taken to calculate the
total level of avoidable cost. At one level it could be aggregated
from individual calculations of the damage caused by different vehicle
types tr'avell ing over different road surfaces. The avoidable cost can

be calculated as the life-cycle costs in terms of maintenance,
resealing and restoration required to repair this damage.
Pavement Life-Cycle Cost Approach
Figure 1 shows a styl ised profile of the roughness of a road. At
initial constr'uction the road is fair-Ty smooth (RO). As heavy axle
loads pass over the road its toughn~ss ; ncreases..
Rout; ne annual
maintenance will reduce some surface roughness although deformation of
the pavement also occurs.
Gradually mar'e and more maintenance ; 5
required and pavement deformation becomes unacceptable .. Normal levels
of routine maintenance may not be sufficient to restore the level of
roughness to below the maximum acceptable level (RA). Resealing the
road becomes a more economic proposition.
This wi 11 fill surface
cracks and, 1f thick enough, considerably reduce pavement deformation.
Overall roughness may be returned to a level close to RO.

However,

pavement and subgrade deformation are continuing to increase and
eventua lly the whol e road reaches a poi nt where even resea ling is not
an efficient proposition. The r'ate of deterioration through rutting,
spalling, cracking and general failure increases rapidly, requiring
major rehabilitation or reconstruction of the pavement and perhaps the
base and sub-base. The road has come to the end of its service life.
At this point it may also be' upgraded or improved to cater for the
Increased level of traffic and axle load passes now occurring. This
upgrading is not an element of the avoidable cost of an additional
unit of output but the rehabilitation component is.
In essence all these road works (apart from upgrading) are SUbstitutes
for each other but with differing cost effectiveness in addressing the
various manifestations of road damage (for example sur'face cf'acking,
holes or rutting).
further significant point about the life-cycle costs is that the
damage is not repaired as it occurs.
Some damage is r'epaired
annua 1 roa; ntenance but some str'uctura 1 damage ; 5 not repa i red

until the road ;s reconstructed.
In effect, some element of the
damage caused by heavy axles can be considered as the need to bring
further f'oadworks, or as a reduction in the life of the road.
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Figure 1 Stylised roughness profile of a road
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As noted above engineering studies have shown that. on average, damage
caused to a road is proportional to the fourth power of the axle loads
of the vehi cle. Damage can thus be all oca ted among veh i cIes on the
basis of axle loads. using this fourth power' rule. and distance
travelled.
In practice these are combined into a single unit
-equivalent standard axle load (ESAL) kilometres.
Some element of routine maintenance is due to the effects of weather
or is independent of traffic (for example. mowing median str'ips). In
gener'al however. the bulk of ,'outine maintenance and all of r'esealing
and reconstruction costs of roads and bridges (excluding upgrading)
can be attributed to heavy axle passes over the life of the r'oad"
A study of pavement life-cycle costs has not as yet been attempted in
a systematic manner in this country. although aspects of the problem
have been studi ed.
Deta i led studi es have been undertaken in the
United States however. by the Department of Transportati on's Feder'a I
Highway Administration (1984) and by the World Bank (1985). The key
information. for which little research has been undertaken. is the
estab 1i shment of roughness relat; onsh; ps for tr'affi c on vari DUS road
types. This information is important as rou9hness is an approximate
measure of the damage done.
The ar'L of pavement 1ife-cycle costs is one in which the Feder'al
Bur'eau of Transport Economics ;s curTently under'taking research"
Until this and other related research is completed. and the r'elevant
relationships are known, avoidable pavement cost estimates are
reliable only within a fairly broad range.

Avoidable Annual Expenditure Approach
The alternative approach. which is less theoretically sound. is to
estimate the current level of road expenditure bein9 di r'ected towards
fi xi ng up damage done to the road system by previ ous vehi cl e travel.
Of course. as shown earl i er. damage done today may not be repaired
until some future time so this method will involve a number of
approximations and is I ikely to produce only a rou9h estimate of
avoidable pavement cost.
Recent work for the BTE Roads Study suggests that currently up to 80
per cent of current road expenditure is requi red to restor'e roads to
an acceptable level. The Austral ian Roads Outlook Report (TARDR). not
yet published. has found that about 65 per cent of arter'ial r'oad
expenditure and almost all 1oca I r'oad expenditure is requi red to
r'estore roads to an acceptable level. If an allowance is made for
damage which is due to weather' and other damage not attr'ibutable to
the effect of axle load passes (which has been estimated at about half
667
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the cu rrent Ieve 1 of annual rout i ne ma i ntenance), the TAROR fi gu re of
65 per cent can be reduced to about 47 per cent of current road
expenditure. This estimate of the level of avoidable cost is about
the average estimate of avoidable cost shown for the various
Australian studies compared in the recent Inter-State Commission's
(ISC) report on Cost Recovery Arrangements for Inter'state Land
Tr'ansport (ISC 1986).
It is also the proportion established in an
earlier BTE study (BTE 1985) which assessed avoidable costs from a
bottom-up method using data fr'om the Economics of Road Vehicle l.imits
Study in the mid 1970s (NAASRA 1976).
On thiS basis, the avoidable pavement cost estimate is approximately
$2000 million for 1986-87. The calCUlations allocating this amount
among vehicle types are presented in Table 1. The calculations are
based on distributing costs on the basis of annual ESAL kilometres for
Information on average ESALs per vehicle was
each vehicle type.
obtained from a survey conducted by the r'ecent Review of Road Vehicle
Limits (RORVL) study team (NAASRA 1985).. Thi s survey took account of
all vehicles whether empty, partially loaded, fully laoded or even
over'loaded.
Allocation of Expenditure greater ,than Avoidable Cost

If it is desired to recover total annual toad expenditure from road
users rather than from income taxation and local government r:ates,
then a method is required for allocating the remaining $2 200 mill ion
among f'oad user's.
An allocation based on Ramsey pricing requires information on the
price elasticities of demand of various road users.
Ideally
elaSticities should be those which apply at the point where price
equals marginal cost or the arc elasticity between that point and the
level of demand at the new price. However, it is usually not the case
that price equals marginal cost and so the prices and elasticities
estimated are the current actual levels.
The prices used ar'e, in the case of trucks, a broad estimate of the
average marginal cost of carrying a tonne kilometre of freight and, in
the case of car's, the short run marginal cost of operating a car
(mainly petrol costs). The elasticities ar'e short run estimates based
on a range of studies, including the 1981 study by the Tr'ansport
The
Economics Centre of the University of Tasmania (TEC 1981).
estimates used are:
Cars - private
elasticity
- business
Rigid trucks
Ar'ticulated trucks

= -0.13
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-0.19
-0.15
-0.12

pri ce

= 7 cents/km
7 cents/km
6 cents/tonne km
5 cents/tonne km

TA8LE 1 CALCULATION OF SHORT RUN AVOI0ABLE PAVEMENT COST ATTRIBUTABLE TO VARIOUS VEHICLE TYPES, 1986-87

(mlllton km)

Average
fSALs

Total
fSAL kms
(million)

Allocated
avoidable
cost
($ million)

Nunber of
vehicles
( '000)

Average cost
per vehIcle
($ per vehtc le)

126 695

0.0003

38

5.8

8 015.6

0.73

6 311
950
530

0.39
1.22
1.93

461
159
023
643

377.1
177.6
156.7
711.4

388.5
39.4
17.2
445.1

4 507
9 112

Vehtcle

travel
VehIcle type

'"
'"

~

Cars
RigId trucks
2-axles
3-axles
)3-axles
Total rigId trucks
Articulated trucks
<5-axl es
5-axles
6-axles
Total artIculated trucks
Other trucks
Total

..
Note

7 791

·.

2
1
1
4

566
655
2 217
3 438

1.56
2.37
2.24

883
j 552
4 966
7 402

135.3
237.8
760.9
1 134.0

15.8
11.7
22.3
49.8

228

4.26

971

148.8

2.1

138 152

·.

13 054

2 000.0

8 512.6

·.

971

R
>z

8 562
20 328
34 119

Not applicable •
Owing to rounding, figures may not add to totals.

Sources

.--

BTE estimates. Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Survey of Motor Vehicle Usage (SMVU) (1987).
Review of Road Vehlcle Llmjts (RoRVL) Commerclal Vehicle Survey (on computer tape) (NAASRA 1985).
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The simple formula used in this paper to identify appropr'iate revenue
contr'ibutions greater than marginal cost for each vehicle class is:
FACi - MCi

= -k,Pi
Ej

where FACi is the fully allocated road cost for road use i;
MC; is the marginal cost of f'oad use i j
k
is a constant which ;s set to achieve the r'ecovery
tar-get;
Pi
;s the price of road use i j and
Ei
is the price elasticity of demand for road use i
(which is normally negative)!
Gi ven the broad assumpti Dns about the va 1ues of these parameter's, a

Ramsey pricing allocation is shown in Table 2.
For' comparative
purposes three other allocations are also shown. One of these is an
allocation based on the US incremental method of allocating costs.
The other two allocations shown, are those impl ied by the payments
that would be made by the various vehicle types from a fuel excise,
where the level of excise on motor spirit and distillate were the same
and also where the excise level on distillate was twice that on motor
spirit. Current excise arrangements are, nationally, ver'y close to
the former case although the total revenue raised from fue 1 exe; se ; 5
much larger than $2 200 mill ion.
Table 2 indicates that, while fuel excise may not be a good mechanism
to f'eeaver avoidable pavement cost, it can be structured so as to be a
reasonable mechanism to recover the balance of the revenue target.
I n practice the i nformati on requi red to conduct a detail ed Ramsey
pr'icing allocation is not readily available, so broad assumptions
would have to be made. Given these problems, the alternative methods
could be employed, although at the cost of not maximising economic
efficiency.

L The elasticity of supply is not considered since the expenditure to
be allocated is the expenditure on the supply of infrastructure;
that is only road users, not suppliers, are to be charged.
A
further assumption is that Pi and Ei, the initial, or existing,
prices and elasticities are in the same ratio as the final, or post
Ramsey allocation, prices and elasticities.
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TABLE 2 ALLOCATION OF ROAD EXPENDITURE IN EXCESS OF SHORT RUN
AVOIDABLE PAVEMENT COST, 1986-87
($ million)
Fuel excise allocation
Existing
excf,se
a,.,.ange~·

Notor spirit
excise equals
one-half of

Ramsey
pricinga

Incrementa I
pavement
constructionb

Vehicle type

ments diesel excise

Cars, business use
Cars, domestic use

880.0
880.0

761.0
757.0

864.4
59L3

638.0
638.0

1 760.0

I 518.0

455 .. 7

1 276,,0

Ri9id trucks
2 axle
3 axle
> 3 axle

171.6
28.6
19.8

239.8
41.8
33.0

99 .. 1
48 .. 7
40.5

356,,4
53.7
29.9

Total rigid

220.0

314.6

188.2

440.0

Articulated trucks
< 5 axl e
5 axle
6 axle

33.0
39.6
132.0

55.0
66,0
224.4

44 .. 6
80.1
359.8

74.7
86.5
292.7

Total articulated
Other trucks

204.6

13.2

345.4
22.0

484.5
71.5

453 .. 9
30.1

Total trucks

437.8

682.0

744,,2

924.0

2 200.0

2 200.0

2 200.0

2 200.0

Total cars

Total

on assumed demand elasticities and prices.
are broad illustrative fi9ures based on the United States'
Department of Tr'ansportation, 'Capital Cost Allocations and User
'
Charge Structure Options'.
ng to r'ounding, figures may not add to totals.
BTE estimates.
US Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration (1981).
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The United States' Federal Highway Administration method is, as noted
earl i er, based on cost rather than demand. The overall method has a
number of problems, is very complex and requires a great deal Of
in forma t i on.
Refi nements to the bas i c method have been sugges ted
recently in the literature (Fwa and Sinha 1986). What is sur'prising
perhaps is that the results of the various methods suggested are
reasonably similar. Heavy vehicles ar'e allocated a significant share
of total costs under both the Ramsey pricing approach and the
incrementa 1 approach.
The fuel exci se can a 1so be structured to
achieve a similar allocation to heavy vehicles.
In many r'ecent Australian studies very simple methods have been used
to allocate expenditure above avoidable cost, for example allocations
based on vehicle distance travelled, perhaps with a weighting on heavy
vehicles to represent space taken up. These methods, which are quite
arbitrary, have generally resulted in a much smaller allocation of
costs to heavy vehicles.
Fully Al IQCated Expenditure
Table 3 shows fully allocated expenditure for the financial year
1986-87. The allocation of costs above avoidable cost is based on the
Ramsey pricing allocation and the assumptions therein.
It should be stressed that the results are indicative only. As noted
earlier, much more research needs to be undertaken on vehicle traffic
and road damage relationships and to refine road demand elasticity
estimates.
Given the assumptions made, the results do, however,
indicate the magnitude of the charges r'equired if the current level of
annual road expenditure were to be raised from road users in an
efficient manner. They also indicate that reliance on fuel taxes as a
road pricing mechanism considerably under prices truck road usage and

over recovers costs from operator's of motor' cats.

EXISTING ROAD USER PRICES
The three main forms of road pricing whiCh occur in Austral ia ar'e fuel
excises, petroleum franchise 1icence fees and vehicle registration

fees.
Other charges on road users such as drivers' licence fees, par'king
fees and insurance payments are not speci fi ca lly charges for road use
but for other services associated with this, such as traffic
management,

par'k1 n9

and

accident

ri sk

coverage.

However',

these

charges and the services supplied also have an effect on the level of

road use.
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TABLE 3 FULLY ALLOCATED ARTERIAL ROAD EXPENDITURE, 1986-87

Fully allocated
arterial road
Avoidable
cost
Vehicle type

Ramsey
allocationa

expenditure

($m)

3
3

864
591

867
594

182

Rigid trucks
2 axle
3 axle
> 3 axle

377
178
157

99
49
41

476
226
197

1 225
5 743
11 466

Articulated trucks
< 5 axle
5 axle
6 axle

135
238
761

45
80
360

180
318
1 121

11 385
27 174
50 254

Other trucks

149

72

220

104 910

2 000

2 200

4 200

Cars
Business use
Domestic use

Total
a.
••

($m)

($ per
vehic le)

($m)

Based on assumed demand elasticity values and prices.
Not applicable.

Note OWing to rounding, figures may not add to totals.
Source BTE estimates.

Road users a1so pay other charges such as sa Ies taxes and customs
duties, but as these types of charges also apply to non-r'oad users.
they may be regarded as contributions to consol idated revenue rather
than r'oad user charges. Indeed, in the 1986-87 budget speech. the
Federal Treasurer indicated that at least a part of the revenue from
fuel excise fees may be tegarded as a contribution to general revenue
rather than being a specific char'ge for road use.
Stamp duties fall on a range of financial transactions but only on a
few physical assets (eg houses and cars) and so could perhaps be
considered more as a road user charge. However, 1ike sales taxes and
customs duties they are not annual charges r'elated to road use.
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Expenditure Recovery Payments

The level of recovery of gover'nment expenditure on road infrastructure
is indicated by a matching of r'elevant revenues with the level

expenditure.

of

There is 1Ht Je consensus ~ however, over what are

relevant revenues from road user payments.

Not all government revenue

from road users can be automatically considered as arising fr·om
charges for road use.
The Federal Goverment has three main types of revenue source.

These

are:
economic f'ents from the ownership and control of teSQutceSj
general taxation revenue raised fr'om the broad community; and
revenue fr'om specific charges for specific services provided.
Various definitions of road user payments may be outlined to include
payments made by road users on road use r'elated activities from all of
these sources. The definition adopted by the Bureau in a recent study
of road cost r'ecovery (BTE 1985) includes only revenue from annual
char'ges which are unique to road users. It excludes general taxation
r'evenue and economic rents. A narr'ower definition would include only
the part of r'evenue which is hypothecated to r'oad expenditure.
Hypothecation is the tying
particular, usually related,
not have an economic basis
expenditure is of particular

of funds from a particular source to a
expenditure. Although hypothecation does
it is often applied in areas where the
significance, such as in road funding. 2

2. Economic theory holds that r'evenue should be raised from efficient
charges and investment decisions (spending) should be based on
benefit-cost analysis" There is no particular reason why the level
of revenue r'aised should equal the level of investment.. Ar'guments
that road users are not getti ng a fa i r dea 1 if they pay more in
road taxes than they receive in the form of road expenditure are
equally inval id.
Kindleberger (1986) claims that this thesis
violates the distinction between a bUdget and a market.
'In a
market equal values are exchanged. A budget, on the other hand, is
a device expressing the cohesion of a sharing group with monies
raised according to one standard, per'haps ability to pay, and
expenditure distributed according to another, some combination Of
efficiency and need.'
(Kindleberger 1986, p. 6). An increase in
fuel excise as part of the bUdget pr'ocess therefore, does not
automatically ob! ige an increase in road expenditure.
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Estimates of revenue r'eceived from various activities r'elated to road

use in 1986-87, are shown in Tab 1e 4.
TABLE 4 ESTIMATED GOVERNMENT REVENUE FROM ROAD USE, BY RECOVERY
DEFINITION. 1986-87
($ million)

Type of tax
or charge

A11 revenue
from road
use re I ated
charge.s

Revenue
from annual
charges unique
to road users

Revenue
hypothecated

4 640

4 640

1 245

670

670

300

5 310

5 310

1 545

1 070
170

1 070
170

1 070

10
440

10

1 690

250

070

9 196

6 560

2 615

Charges on sa le of
petroleum
Excise on motor spirit
and diesel
Petroleum franchise
1i cenee fees
Sub-total
duties
Motor vehicles and parts
eum

to ('oad

works

270
26
296

es taxes
vehicles

1 260

and tyres
Sub-total
motoring charges
Vehicle r'egistration fees
vers 1i cenee fees
transport and
scel1aneous taxes
on registration
I

640
1 900

applicable.
Owing to roundin9, fi9ures may not add to totals.
So"re,.s BTE estimates. ABS (1986). Australian
Petroleum (1986).
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The total payments to government made through road use related
activities in 1986-87 are estimated to total $g 196 million. Of this
about $6560 million arises from specific charges which were levied
annually only on r'oad users. From this amount, revenue from charges
such as driver-sf licence fees, parking fees and so ant which can be
regarded as charges for traffic administration service rather than for
the provision of road system infrastr'ucture, would need to be netted
out. The remaining charges, which include residual and miscellaneous
road transpor t taxes, tota 1 $6 39D mill ion.
Th i s amount can be
considered as the total level of payment by road users for the use of
the infrastructure. However, it must be stressed that the definition
of a road user charge is an arbitr'ar'Y one.
Road User Cost Recovery
On the basis of the assumptions made, the cost recovery comparison in
Table 5 shows that in aggregate, road user's are easily recovering
annual expenditure by governments on roadwor'ks. Whether or not they
are also recovering the annual cost to society of their use of the
road system has not been determined here"
The allocation of costs and revenues among various vehicle categories
i nd; cates that the oper'ators of motor car's are over-recover'; ng thei,'
share of fully allocated pavement (or infr'astructure) costs while the
revenue paid by operators of heavy vehi cl es fa 11 s we 11 short of, not
only their share of fully allocated costs, but also their shar'e of
avoidable costs.
The concluding section will discuss some of the main implications of
an efficient system of road user' charges and the economic costs of
h~ving some sectors not contributing an amount at least equal to their
avoidable cost.

CONCLUSION: RATIONALISING ROAD PROVISION AND ROAD USE
The irrmense value of the road resource and the high cost of
maintaining it make it imper'ative that the appropriate level of road
provision be maintained and that this be used to its greatest
advantage. This is the problem of efficient road pricing.
The above analysis suggest that the current level and form of road
prices encourages non-efficient use of our road system. The extent of
the deviation from optimal demand levels depends on the actual
elasticity of deamnd of r'oad use. The annual pavement damage cost,
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which currently is in the order of $2000 million, could undoubtedly
be reduced by a system of pricing based on economic efficiency

considerations.
A recent study of road prices in the United States (Small and Winston
1986) estimated that the deadweight cost to the United States economy
of an inefficient road pricing system was over US$1 000 million. A
of the loss in Australia depends cr'ucially on the
measur'ement
elasticity of demand for road use"
However, even using the low
elasticity estimates adopted above, a similar calculation for
Australia, based on measuring net loss of consumer surplus, puts the

absolute cost of inefficient road pricing at over' $60 mill ion for
1986-87.
This figure represents only the loss from the failure of truck
operators to meet their marginal cost of road use. To this would have
to be added the loss from over-recovery by private motorists although
this must be weighed against the social costs of collecting the same
revenue through general taxation. Nor does the estimate include the
other social costs such as increased vehicle oper'ating costs due to
r'ougher r'oads and cost of items such as congestion. ace; dents,
pollution and so on.
Indeed, the estimate is probably significantly lower than the total
deadweight loss to the community. The deadweight loss is in contr'ast
to any over or under payments by some sector's to other sectors, which
are, fr'om the point of view of the whole conmunity, transfer payments.
The figures also indicate that there is a large cr'oss subsidisation of
truck operators by private and business motor car operators ..
An interesting comparison can be made between r'oad expenditure and
fuel expenditure. The high cost of fuel has encouraged a high degree
of fuel efficiency both in respect of choice of vehicle and the use to
which the vehicle is put.
Although the amount spent on fuel in
Australia is of a similar magnitude in aggr'egate, to the amount the
corrmuntty spends on toads, there is not the incentive to use roads
efficiently as there is to use fuel efficiently.
Indeed, by recovering road costs by excises on fuel, we are
encour'aging greater fuel efficiency, and thereby decreasing that
revenue base, but doi ng 1ittl e to encourage road use effi ci ency. The
difference is that in fuel provision the costs are inter'nalised to
users whereas in road provision they are not dir'ectly internalised.
Thi s demonst,..tes that not only do road charges need to be di rectly
related to costs but they also have to be seen to be directly related
if demand patterns are to be corTectly established.
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TABLE 5

COMPARISON OF FULLY ALLOCATED ARTERIAL ROAD EXPENDITURE AND

COST RECOVERY CONTRIBUTIONS, 1986-87
Fu /ly a /located
expenditure

Cost recovery
contributions a

Over

Of'

under

,·ecover!

(Sm)

($/veh)

(Sm)

($/veh)

(Sm)

($/veh)

867
594

182

2 402
2 416

601

1 535
1 822

419

476
226
197

1 225
5 743
11 466

718
128
80

1 848
3 249
4 651

242
(98)
( 117)

623
(2 494)
(6 815)

180
318
1 121

11 385
27 174
50 254

108
122
381

6 835
10 427
17 085

( 72) (4 550)
(196) (16 747)
(740) (33 169)

220

104 910

37

17 524

(183) (87 396)

Vehicle type

Cars
Business use
Domestic use
Rigid trucks
2 axle
3 axle
) 3 axle
Articulated trucks
< 5 axle
5 axle
6 axle
Other trucks
Total
a.

4 200

6 390

2 190

Based on the second definition Of road user charge in Table 4.
Using the first definition constributions will be on average 40
per cent higher with a consequent change to the level of over or

unde r recovery shown.
b.

Under recovery shown in brackets.
Not applicable.

Note

Owing to rounding. figures may not add to totals.

Source

BTE estimates.

The main conclusions reached by Small and Winston. are that US r~venue
instruments are inadequate and that in the US current recovery from
operations of tr'ucks is below that required for economic efficiency.
Average charges levied on truck operations are neverthel ess much
greater than those in Australia.
A further conclusion reached by Small and Winston. is that curTent US

design

pr'actice

leads

to

serious
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under

investment

in

pavement

",U,",'"

.......

, ...

~

......

durability. More durable pavements would result in lower damage costs
and so lower road charges. This is an issue which also needs to be
investigated in Australia.
Generally, even if efficient r'oad pricing were instituted, then there
is still a requirement that r'oads be pr'ovided which are best sUited
for the task required of them; roads which minimise their life-cycle
costs, minimise the amounts which are required to be recover'ed from
r'oad users.
In a competitive system, the firms which make the best
investments, have the lowest cost structure and can offer the lowest
prices. These firms will be the ones most likely to survive in the
long run, thus ensuring that, over' the long run, the lowest cost
systems are maintained.
The nature Of toad provision, however', is such that roads are provided
by a single authority in each State. While there ar'e some pressures
upon authorities to pr'ovide the most suitable roads for' the purposes
requi red of them, the most appropriate pressure wi 11 come from r'oad
users when they are required to pay for r'oad use in proportion to the
costs they cause.
In the absence of a competitive system of road
provision, suitable input from road users to the road investment
decision may occur' if there 1s suitable road user representation
within each of the State Road Authorities.
To 5unmarise, road prices based on economic efficiency considerations
(and prices on a similar basis for other modes of transpor't) would
encourage the most appr'opriate use and provision of Austr'alia's
extensive transport system.
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